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Summary

Author Manuscript

The extent and nature of epigenomic changes associated with melanoma progression is poorly
understood. Through systematic epigenomic profiling of 35 epigenetic modifications and
transcriptomic analysis, we define chromatin state changes associated with melanomagenesis
using a cell phenotypic model of non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic states. Computation of specific
chromatin state transitions showed loss of histone acetylations and H3K4me2/3 on regulatory
regions proximal to specific cancer-regulatory genes in important melanoma-driving cell signaling
pathways. Importantly, such acetylation changes were also observed between benign nevi and
malignant melanoma human tissues. Intriguingly, only a small fraction of chromatin state
transitions correlated with expected changes in gene expression patterns. Restoration of
acetylation levels on deacetylated loci by HDAC inhibitors selectively blocked excessive
proliferation in tumorigenic cells and human melanoma cells suggesting functional roles of
observed chromatin state transitions in driving hyper-proliferative phenotype. Taken together, we
define functionally relevant chromatin states associated with melanoma progression.

Author Manuscript

Graphical abstract
Using comprehensive profiling of 35 epigenetic marks and determination of chromatin state
transitions between non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic systems, Fiziev et al. find that in
tumorigenic cells, loss of histone acetylation and H3K4 methylation occur on regulatory regions
proximal to specific cancer-regulatory genes.

Author Manuscript

Introduction
Cancer cells acquire genetic and epigenetic alterations that increase fitness and drive
progression through multiple steps of tumor evolution. However, the understanding of the
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roles of epigenetic alterations in cancer is lagging, in part due to challenges of generation of
large-scale data for multiple epigenomes across tissues/time per individual and lack of
“germline normal” equivalence.

Author Manuscript

The epigenome consists of an array of modifications, including DNA methylation and
histone marks, which associate with dynamic changes in various cellular processes in
response to stimuli. Although detailed profiles of specific epigenetic marks have been
characterized in a number of normal tissues (Encode_Project_Consortium, 2012; Ernst et al.,
2011; Roadmap Epigenomics et al., 2015) and some cancers including DNA-methylation in
human tumors, genome-wide profiles of multiple histone marks and combinatorial
chromatin states in cancer progression remain largely uncharacterized. Recently, enhancer
aberrations were shown in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, colorectal and gastric cancers by
mapping H3K4me1/H3K27Ac (Akhtar-Zaidi et al., 2012; Chapuy et al., 2013; Muratani et
al., 2014). Although these studies provide insight into the correlation of isolated epigenetic
marks with cancer stage, more than 100 epigenetic modifications have been identified
(Kouzarides, 2007; Tan et al., 2011) without clear understanding of their biological roles and
interdependence. Furthermore, there are an even larger number of possible combinatorial
patterns of these histone and DNA modifications, and it is these combinatorial patterns – not
individual modifications - that dictate epigenetic states (Strahl and Allis, 2000). With the
development of high-throughput ChIP-Sequencing methodology (Garber et al., 2012), it is
now possible to systematically and comprehensively profile many epigenetic marks with
relative ease. Here we profiled 35 epigenetic modifications in an isogenic cell system with
distinct non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic phenotypes and defined chromatin state alterations
associated with transition to tumorigenesis. Further, we determined chromatin changes
correlation with stable RNA-expression patterns, assessed their role in tumorigenesis and
established relevance premalignant to malignant transition in human melanoma.

Author Manuscript

Results
Systematic epigenomic profiling to define pro-tumorigenic changes in melanoma

Author Manuscript

To identify melanoma associated changes, we leveraged a melanocyte cell model system
with two characterized biological phenotypes, namely non(or weakly)-tumorigenic (NTM)
and tumorigenic (TM) phenotypes (Figure 1A). The NTM phenotype is defined here as one
poised to switch to the TM state but require additional cooperative driver alterations.
Specifically, we used the well-characterized system of TERT-immortalized human primary
foreskin melanocytes engineered with dominant negative p53 and overexpression of
CDK4R24C and BRAFV600E (Garraway et al., 2005). In two early passage (n <10) clonal
variants (HMEL and PMEL), isogenic cells were created with knockdown of either GFP
(non-tumorigenic) or PTEN (tumorigenic). Non-tumorigenic cells were confirmed to be
inefficient in driving tumor formation (average tumor latency = 22 weeks) with low
penetrance (10-20%) in nude mice (Figure 1A). In comparison, tumorigenic cells expressing
shPTEN (∼75% knockdown; Figure S1A) were able to drive tumorigenesis within 10-12
weeks with high penetrance (∼80%) (Figure 1A). Similarly, tumorigenic cells showed
aggressive behavior in proliferation, clonogenic and invasion assays (Figure 1B, S1B-E).
Hereafter, these two duplicate biological pairs are referred as (1) NTMH (HMEL-
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BRAFV600E-shGFP, non-tumorigenic melanocytes) and TMH (HMEL-BRAFV600E-shPTEN,
tumorigenic melanocytes); (2) NTMP (PMEL-BRAFV600E-shGFP, non-tumorigenic
melanocytes) and TMP (PMEL-BRAFV600E-shPTEN, tumorigenic melanocytes). Unless
specified otherwise, we have designated NTMH and TMH as the primary pair for discovery
and the NTMP and TMP as the pair for additional validation (Methods). These two isogenic
but phenotypically distinct melanocyte-derived cells provide a practical and relevant system
for understanding epigenomic alterations that are associated with transition to tumorigenesis
in melanoma.

Author Manuscript

To define the epigenome, we determined the status of 33 histone modifications, histone H3,
H4, and IgG marks using a high-throughput ChIP-sequencing method (chromatin
immunoprecipitation followed by next-generation sequencing) (Garber et al., 2012) (Figure
1C). We confirmed that the pairwise relationship between the occupancy patterns of
different histone marks was consistent with known associations among the marks (Figure
S3A). We also predicted combinatorial patterns of marks presented as ‘chromatin states’ and
annotated each cell type based on them (Ernst and Kellis 2010). In addition, we profiled 5methylcytosine using a 450K Illumina array and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine using hMeDIPSeq. In total we generated 3.08 billion uniquely aligned reads and produced 142 chromatin
maps (Table S1). Furthermore, we performed RNA-Seq experiments to define the
transcriptomes of these two biological states based on over 1 billion uniquely aligned reads
(Table S1; Supplementary Methods).
Changes in histone marks during transition of non-tumorigenic phenotypic state to
tumorigenic phenotypic state

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

We first compared the differences in occupancy of individual chromatin marks between cells
in NTM and TM biological states. An analysis for relative enrichment of individual marks at
all RefSeq annotated promoters revealed that multiple acetylation marks were consistently
depleted in tumorigenic compared to non-tumorigenic cells (Figures 1D, S1F) (Methods).
Similarly, a subset of acetylation marks was consistently depleted at a set of distal DNaseI
hypersensitive sites (in ENCODE melanocytes; Supplementary Methods) in tumorigenic
cells compared to non-tumorigenic cells in both replicates (Figures 1D, S1F). We also
identified H3K4me2/3 marks in promoter regions as higher in NTM biological state relative
to TM biological state (Figures 1D, S1F). Interestingly, we did not observe any difference in
global levels of histone acetylations or H3K4 methylations by mass spectrometry based
quantitation (of the measurable marks) or by western blotting (Figures S1G-I). Overall,
these data suggest that transition from non-tumorigenic phenotype to tumorigenic phenotype
is accompanied by switch to reduced acetylation and H3K4me2/3 methylation at
nucleosomes in specific regions, but not at the global level.
To demonstrate human relevance of these observations from the cell model system, we
assessed the status of representative marks in human benign nevi and melanoma samples
representing pre-malignant (non-tumorigenic) and malignant (tumorigenic) biological states,
respectively. We first developed a validation strategy using a ChIP-String assay (Ram et al.,
2011) and designed a 96-test probe ‘codeset’ (Methods, Table S2) that could be used to
evaluate recapitulation of key epigenetic features observed in the isogenic cell models. This
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ChIP-String codeset was designed to measure enrichment of 6 selected histone marks
(H3K27Ac, H2BK5Ac, H4K5Ac, H3K4me1, H3K27me3 and H3K4me3) that showed
consistent differences between the non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic cells and were part of
three groups of epigenetic elements: promoters, enhancers and Polycomb-repressed regions.
To verify that the codeset for this ChIP-String assay performs as expected, we assayed them
in both NTMH and TMH and showed that there was good correlation between the signal
intensity from ChIP-String with ChIP-Seq intensity (R = 0.62 to 0.81) for the tested probes
(Figure S2A-F).

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Chromatin immunoprecipitated DNA for two of the marks (H2BK5Ac and H4K5Ac) that
provided sufficient yield after ChIP from 9 melanoma tumors and 4 nevi samples (Table S3),
was tested for enrichment on the designed code set. As shown in Figures 2A-B,
unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis showed that nevi samples cluster with the nontumorigenic cells, whereas melanoma samples were more similar to the tumorigenic cells
(Figures 2A-B). Average mark levels across all designated probes showed that enrichment
for these marks in nevi and tumor samples was similar to those seen in NTMH and TMH
cells, respectively (Figures 2C-D, S2G-J). Further, principal component analysis (PCA)
based on the enrichment of these chromatin marks at selected genomic regions showed that
human nevi clustered tightly with NTMH cells, but not the melanoma samples. Interestingly,
although away from the NTMH cells, the human melanoma samples do not cluster tightly
around the TMH cells suggesting that the melanoma samples were more variable among
themselves but collectively more different from the non-tumorigenic cells and the nevi
samples (Figures 2E-F). This may foretell that, like the genome, the epigenome is more
heterogeneous and complex in tumors than benign neoplasms or normal cells, with the
caveat that the assay was limited to 96 probes. In summary, a subset of chromatin changes
observed in the non-tumorigenic / tumorigenic melanocytic system displayed similar
patterns as those observed in the benign / malignant human melanocytic lesions.
Chromatin state changes between non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic states

Author Manuscript

To assess whether and how the combinatorial and spatial patterns of chromatin marks (Ernst
and Kellis, 2010; Ernst et al., 2011) may change with transition from NTM to TM biological
states, we employed ChromHMM (Ernst and Kellis, 2012) to discover and define a set of
chromatin states based on the 33 histone modification profiles, in addition to H3, H4, and
IgG controls in both NTM and TM cells. Briefly, by concatenating the chromatin maps for
each mark, ChromHMM derived a common set of chromatin state definitions with cell type
specific state assignments in both non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic cells. A final model
with 18-states was adopted for further downstream analyses (Figures 3A, S3B), based on the
observations that it effectively achieved a balance of (1) capturing important biological
distinctions while (2) generating a manageable set of pairwise state combinations
(Methods). We found for some states of the model the assignments to be substantially
recoverable by multiple different individual marks, found other states that required a specific
mark in order to be able to recover their assignments, and also some states that would need
multiple marks to recover them (Supplementary Methods, Table S4). By triangulating the
defined chromatin states with known genome organization features (Figures S3C-D), we
then grouped the 18 chromatin states by the following putative annotations: promoter
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regions (States 1-3), enhancers (States 4-6), transcribed enhancers (States 7-9), transcribed
(States 10-12), active proximal (State 13), low signal (State 14), polycomb repressed (State
15), H3K9me3 heterochromatin (State 16), quiescent (State 17) and artifact/repetitive
elements (State 18).

Author Manuscript

Within each of these groupings, enrichment of specific genomic structures was as expected
(Figures S3C-D). For example, regions within 2Kb of RefSeq annotated TSSs were enriched
specifically in chromatin states 1-3, corresponding to promoter regions and CpG islands in
the genome. Consistently, 5-methylcytosine (5-MeC) containing sites were weakly enriched
in promoter-associated states, whereas 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5-hMeC) showed
complimentary patterns to 5-MeC. RefSeq gene annotations were enriched in regions
associated with chromatin states containing transcription marks H3K79me2/H3K79me1/
H3K36me3, primarily states 1, 2 and 7-12. LaminB1-associated domain association (Guelen
et al., 2008) was specifically seen in H3K9me3 enriched state 16. These enrichments support
the biological relevance of this 18-state model and the annotation assigned to each state.
Next we sought to define associations of chromatin states with non-tumorigenic and
tumorigenic cell phenotypes. To this end, we identified regions that transition to a different
chromatin state in non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic conditions. Calculation of coverage
changes for each state in NTMH and TMH cells revealed that genome-wide occupancies of
the most acetylated promoter state (State_1_TssA) and the most acetylated enhancer state
(State_4_EnhA) were reduced from NTMH to TMH, by 4.5 and 2.9 fold, respectively
(p<1e-15, Figure S4A). On the other hand, we noticed a 2.6 fold increase in the H3K9me3
repressive State_16_ReprK9me3 in TMH cells when compared to NTMH cells (Figure S4A;
p<1e-15).

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

To understand the global state transitions, we analyzed the pairwise state transition
enrichments between NTMH and TMH relative to the same pair in the opposite direction,
which controls for overall state similarity (Supplementary Methods) (Figures 3B, S4B). This
analysis revealed that, globally, there was a significant shift (transition) from strongly
acetylated promoter and enhancer states to more weakly acetylated states accompanying the
evolution from NTM to TM biological states (Figures 3B, S4B). For instance, the pairwise
state transition from the strongly acetylated promoter state (State_1_TssA) in NTMH to a
more weakly acetylated promoter State_2_PromWkD or State_3_TssWkP in TMH was 72
and 21 times, respectively, more enriched than observing a reverse transition from TMH to
NTMH (p<1e-15). Similarly, the pairwise state transition from the strongly acetylated
enhancer state (State_4_EnhA) in NTMH to a more weakly acetylated but transcribed
enhancer state (State_7_TxEnhM) in TMH was 9 times more enriched - and to a weakly
acetylated non-transcribed state 5_EnhM in TMH was 3 times more enriched - than the
reverse transition between the same pair of states from TMH to NTMH (p<1e-15). The
overall trends in chromatin state changes were similar after quantile normalization or
downsampling to the same read depth (Figure S4C-D) as well as being replicated in NTMP
and TMP cells (Figure S4E). Finally, we evaluated the correlation between mean histone
acetylation and H3K4me2/3 changes on the same promoter and found them to be well
correlated (Figures S5A-B). Together, these data suggest that during a non-tumorigenic to
tumorigenic phenotype switch, certain promoter and enhancer regions with specific
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chromatin states harboring higher acetylations and H3K4me2/3 transition to those with
lower acetylation and H3K4me2/3 levels.
Chromatin state changes enrich on genes regulating cancer-associated processes

Author Manuscript

To begin to explore the biological significance of prominent chromatin state transitions
between NTM and TM biological states, we next performed pathway enrichment analysis
[Gene Ontology (GO)] for genes associated with a specific pairwise transition in the
promoter region (Supplementary Methods) (Figure 4A and Table S5). We found specific
enrichments for cancer-associated processes and metabolic processes. For example,
promoters harboring highly acetylated State_1_TssA in NTMH that transitioned to weakly
acetylated State_2_PromWkD and State_3_TssWkP in TMH were found preferentially by
genes regulating cell cycle and apoptosis as well as various cellular metabolic processes and
protein modifications. These included important melanoma cell cycle inhibitors CDKN1B
and CDKN2A (Bennett, 2016) as well as melanoma pro-apoptotic genes BAD and APAF1
(Campioni et al., 2005; Sheridan et al., 2008) (Figures 4B, S5C-D) suggesting increased
proliferation and reduced apoptosis in tumorigenic cells. Interestingly, homophilic cell
adhesion genes such as proto-cadherins were associated with the transition from a weakly
poised promoter (State_3_TssWkP) or a quiescent state (State_17_Quies) to a more strongly
H3K9me3 associated chromatin state (State_16_ReprK9me3) in tumorigenic cells (Figures
4A,C). This suggests that upon acquisition of a tumorigenic fate, genes promoting cell
adhesion acquire a repressive chromatin signature, possibly contributing to loss of cell - cell
adhesion in cancer.

Author Manuscript

Further, a pathway enrichment analysis of genes displaying chromatin state transition
revealed additional association of cell signaling pathways with chromatin states (Figure 4D
and Table S6; Supplementary Methods). We found significant enrichments of important
melanoma cell signaling pathways such as PI3 kinase, IFNγ, LKB1, TRAIL and PDGF
mediated signaling (Paluncic et al., 2016) in promoters transitioning from State_1_TssA to
either State_2_PromWkD or State_3_TssWkP during non-tumorigenic (NTM) to
tumorigenic (TM) phenotype switch (Figure 4D and Table S6).

Author Manuscript

Similar analysis of enhancer regions in two of the most significant chromatin state
transitions, State_4_EnhA in NTMH to State_7_TxEnhM or State_5_EnhM in TMH cells,
showed enrichment of nearest genes in important melanoma cell signaling events such as
integrin, TGFβ and MAPK signaling (Busse and Keilholz, 2011; Pinon and Wehrle-Haller,
2011; Sullivan and Flaherty, 2013) (Figures S5E-F; Table S6 and Supplementary Methods).
Overall, these data suggest that chromatin state changes during transition to tumorigenic
phenotype occur on promoters and enhancers of a large number genes that are known to
regulate relevant cancer processes such as proliferation, apoptosis and adhesion.
Complex relationship between gene expression and chromatin states
To understand relationships between chromatin state and gene expression, we integrated
RNA-Seq profiles of non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic cells with the chromatin states
individually in each cell type. As expected, promoters of highly expressed genes (FPKM >
5) displayed enrichment in chromatin states 1 and 2 that are marked by H3K4me3 and
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acetylations (Figure S3E). These promoters were depleted in repressed states 15-16 whereas
their gene bodies were enriched in states 7-12 with transcription marks (H3K79me2/3 and
H3K36me3) (Figure S3E). Furthermore, while comparing between different states within the
same cell type, differences in acetylation content were associated with gene expression
differences, particularly within the enhancer state group (Figure S3E).

Author Manuscript

Analysis of significant changes between NTM and TM states in the expression levels of
known RefSeq transcripts revealed that changes in gene expression are bidirectional with
similar numbers of genes upregulated or downregulated (Figure 5A). Next we sought to
determine associations of chromatin state transitions with gene expression changed between
non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic cells. To this end, we calculated the relative enrichment of
all possible chromatin state transitions at the promoters +2kb and -2kb from TSS of genes
that were up-regulated, down-regulated or unchanged (Supplementary Methods) (Figures
5B, S6A-F) with an expectation that genes downregulated in TMH cells in comparison to
NTMH cells would show global switch from active chromatin states to repressed/low states
on their promoters and vice versa. However, we observed overall similar patterns of
chromatin state enrichments and with few exceptions did not see substantial chromatin state
switches in up-regulated, down-regulated or unchanged genes between non-tumorigenic and
tumorigenic cells (Figures 5B, S6A-F). This observation suggests that regulation of steady
state levels of RNA transcripts in this system involves more than chromatin modification at
the promoters.

Author Manuscript

Since changes in acetylation marks were prominent between non-tumorigenic and
tumorigenic cells, we quantitatively compared aggregate acetylation changes in promoter
regions of all 17 acetylation marks profiled with gene expression changes. Here, we first
identified a set of promoters for which the change in their average acetylation signal over all
acetylation marks was statistically significant at a FDR of 1% (Supplementary Methods)
when comparing between NTMH and TMH (Figure 5C). In stark contrast to gene expression
patterns, changes in acetylation levels were unidirectional, with most changed regions
having a lower average acetylation in tumorigenic cells compared to non-tumorigenic cells
(Figures 5C-D, S6G).

Author Manuscript

Given these differences between patterns of acetylation changes and stable gene expression
changes, we explored the possibility that different subsets of genes are responding
differently to acetylation changes on their promoters. To test this directly, we systematically
overlapped gene expression changes with changes in promoter acetylation to define nine
possible subsets (Figure 5D, S6H; Supplementary Methods for definitions) and performed
enrichment analysis of the genes to determine if different cellular processes were enriched in
different subsets (Figure 5E and Table S7). Indeed, we found that prominent cancer-relevant
pathways were enriched among genes that were downregulated and showed loss of
acetylation (LossAc_LossExp), including EGFR pathway targets, p53 regulated genes and
Caspase-mediated apoptotic signaling genes (Figure 5E and Table S7). These genes are
epigenetically regulated by specific chromatin alterations and may regulate melanoma
growth. For example, DUSP5 showed loss of acetylation on its promoters and concomitant
downregulation in TM cells in comparison to NTM cells (Figure 5F). DUSP5 is a negative
regulator of MAPK pathway (Caunt and Keyse, 2013) that functions by reducing nuclear
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phosphorylated ERK and therefore its loss can potentially provide positive feedback to
MAPK signaling enhancing p-ERK levels. To test this hypothesis, we reduced DUSP5 levels
in NTMH cells by generating stable cell lines bearing two specific shRNAs (Figure 5G) and
tested p-ERK levels as well as proliferative capacity. Indeed, NTMH cells bearing DUSP5
shRNAs showed increased p-ERK levels (Figure 5H) and proliferated faster in comparison
to NTMH cells harboring control shRNA (Figure 5I).

Author Manuscript

On the other hand, genes in certain signaling pathways such as aurora kinase and PLK
signaling showed only acetylation loss in the promoters without expression change
(LossAc_ConstExp group) (Figure 5E). For example, ATM, a critical mediator of the DNA
damage checkpoint pathway (Shiloh and Ziv, 2013), was found to follow this pattern (Figure
5F). Possible deacetylation changes without accompanying alterations in steady-state RNA
levels may reflect multi-level control of transcription requiring either upstream regulation
such as promoter-enhancer interactions or downstream regulation by an additional event
such as miRNA-mediated post-transcriptional regulation. Conversely, genes with differential
expression but without acetylation changes (ConstAc_GainExp and ConstAc_LossExp)
were enriched for various transport pathways, TCA cycle and translation, raising the
possibility that these pathways are less likely to be regulated on the epigenomic level
through promoter acetylation during tumorigenesis.

Author Manuscript

Taken together, these integrative analyses showed that some well-characterized cancer
signaling pathways exhibit promoter acetylation-correlated expression regulation, suggesting
that these pathways can be regulated by epigenomic modifications. At the same time, it is
intriguing that changes in expression of some pathway genes such as those related to
metabolism or transport do not appear to show correlation with changes in their promoter
acetylation.
Loss of CBP (CREB-Binding Protein) creates pro-tumorigenic chromatin patterns and
accelerates tumorigenic properties

Author Manuscript

Next, we asked whether decreased expression of a histone acetyltransferase or increased
expression of a histone deacetylase in this system might be responsible for observed loss of
acetylation peaks. We checked the expression differences of 32 known histone
acetyltransferases and deacetylases between the NTM and TM models (Sammons et al.,
2016) (Figure 6A). The expression of CBP acetyltransferase showed consistent patterns to
observed acetylation loss in that its expression was downregulated > 2 fold in both variants
of TM cells compared to their counterpart NTM cells (Figure 6A-B). We knocked down
CBP mRNA in NTMH cells using two specific shRNAs (Figure 6C) and checked the levels
of H2BK5Ac and H4K5Ac using the ChIP-string codeset that was utilized to validate
acetylation changes in nevi/tumor samples. Indeed, stable cells harboring CBP shRNAs
showed similar patterns of these two acetylations as seen in TM cells compared to NTM
cells (Figure 6D-G). Consistently, the NTMH cells harboring CBP shRNAs showed
significantly enhanced tumorigenesis compared to control shRNA-bearing cells (Figure 6H).
These data argue that a tumorigenic phenotype might be associated with loss of acetylation
irrespective of whether tumorigenic behavior was achieved by PTEN loss or by CBP loss in
the same background (NTM background of TERT/p53DD/CDK4R24C). This hypothesis was
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further supported by our observations that NRASG12D overexpression in TERT/p53DD/
CDK4R24C immortalized melanocytes created similar H4K5Ac and H2BK5Ac acetylation
patterns to TMH cells (overexpression of BRAFV600E along with shPTEN) (Figures 6D-G).
NRAS has been previously shown to activate MAPK pathway (result of BRAF activation)
and PI3K pathway (result of PTEN loss) (Chudnovsky et al., 2005) thereby mimicking
cellular phenotype of TM cells. Together, our data argue for a relatively uniform acetylation
pattern of cells with tumorigenic behavior.
HDAC inhibitors specifically reduce proliferative rate in tumorigenic cells

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Next, we sought to determine if chromatin state changes seen during transition to
tumorigenesis impart proliferative advantage to tumorigenic cells. Since loss of histone
acetylation peaks was a consistent feature of all major chromatin state alterations, we tested
the contribution of widespread acetylation loss to cell proliferation. Because steady state
acetylation loss seen in tumorigenic cells could be an outcome of aberrations in histone
acetylation-deacetylation cycle in favor of accelerated deacetylation or reduced acetylation,
we sought to alter the former by inhibition of histone deacetylases, the primary driver
enzymes of histone deacetylation in mammalian cells. We tested if treatment of tumorigenic
cells with histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors alters their acetylation levels toward those
in non-tumorigenic cells. Indeed, measurement of H2BK5Ac, H4K5Ac and H3K27Ac levels
in TMH cells treated with vehicle or two different HDAC inhibitors (vorinostat and
entinotat) by ChIP-string revealed that the levels of the histone acetylations on loci highly
acetylated in NTMH cells, but not in TMH cells, were partially restored to the levels seen in
NTMH cells (Figures 7A-B, S7A). However, this treatment had minimal impact on
acetylation levels on the loci seen to harbor higher levels of acetylation in TMH cells
(Figures S7B-D). Next, we tested the impact of vorinostat and entinostat on the growth rate
of non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic cells in a time-course experiment. Indeed, both of these
inhibitors showed preferential effect on abrogation of proliferation in tumorigenic cells TMH
and TMP compared to non-tumorigenic NTMH and NTMP (Figures 7C-D, S7E-F).

Author Manuscript

Since these observations were made in an artificial model system that mimics melanoma
progression, we next tested if levels of histone acetylation in melanoma-derived cell lines
could indicate vulnerability to histone deacetylase inhibitors. To this end, we performed
H3K27Ac ChIP-Seq in five melanoma cell lines and measured relative acetylation levels on
promoters deacetylated in TMH cells. NTMH and Hs839.T contained relatively higher levels,
Skmel-28 moderate levels and WM115, Skmel-5 and WM793B showed lower levels of
H3K27Ac (Figure 7E). To determine whether the acetylation levels correlated with their
response to HDAC inhibitors, we determined IC50 values and area under curve (AUC) for
vorinostat and entinostat in each cell line (Figures 7F-H, S7G). Indeed, all three cell lines
with lower acetylation levels (WM115, Skmel-5 and WM793B) showed substantially lower
IC50/AUC values compared to those that had higher acetylation levels (NTMH and Hs839.T)
to both treatments (Figures 7F-G, S7G). Skmel-28, which harbored intermediate levels of
acetylation, displayed intermediate IC50/AUC values (Figures 7F-G, S7G). Correlation score
between average acetylation at TSS and AUC values was calculated to be 0.97 (Figure 7H).
These data confirm disease relevance of our observations that lower acetylation levels in
tumorigenic cells functionally contribute to the proliferative phenotype and suggest that
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responsiveness to HDAC inhibitors may associate with histone acetylation levels on specific
genomic loci.

Discussion

Author Manuscript

We have generated snapshots of the epigenome landscape at two phenotypically distinct
biological states (e.g. non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic) as a way to delineate changes that
are associated with tumorigenesis by leveraging an isogenic cell model system. Although
artificial, this system is well-suited for this study for the following reasons: 1) these cells are
derived from primary melanocytes, the appropriate cells of origin for melanoma; 2) the cell
system recapitulates known genetic alterations observed in human melanoma tumors, in
particular in p53, CDK4, BRAF and PTEN (Hodis et al., 2012; Krauthammer et al., 2012);
3) non-tumorigenic cells (shGFP) and tumorigenic cells (shPTEN) are otherwise isogenic.
Finally, this melanocyte-based cell system has been previously used in other mechanistic
studies related to regulation of melanomagenesis (Garraway et al., 2005; Rai et al., 2015).
We show that a predominant feature of chromatin state changes during progression to
tumorigenic state in melanoma is lowering of frequency of detectable locations of
acetylation modifications. Two independent observations suggest that these changes are
relevant to human disease and could play a functional role: first, a selected subset of
acetylation changes between non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic cells was reproduced
between human benign nevi and malignant tumors. Second, the treatment with HDAC
inhibition, which restored acetylation patterns on deacetylated loci, was able to abrogate
high proliferation rate of tumorigenic cells and melanoma cells that contained lower
acetylation than non-tumorigenic cells. Overall, our data suggests that a specific chromatin
environment around certain loci in the genome can have pro-tumorigenic function.

Author Manuscript

One can hypothesize that such a state of chromatin can be established by one or multiple
tumor-promoting genetic events such as PTEN deletion/mutation or other alterations in
epigenetic machinery. This is supported by our observations that knockdown of CBP histone
acetyltransferase in NTMH cells or overexpression of NRAS (which recapitulates BRAF
activation + PTEN loss due to its ability to activate MAPK and PI3K pathways (Chudnovsky
et al., 2005)) in Tert/p53/CDK4R24C immortalized melanocytes showed similar histone
acetylation profiles as in TMH.
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Functional characterization of the regions displaying altered chromatin states suggested that,
consistent with observed phenotypes, promoters of genes with important roles in cancer
progression show preferential deacetylation, such as cell cycle regulation and apoptosis, in
tumorigenic cells. Further, we noted that a number of genes in important melanoma cell
signaling pathways such as TRAIL, IFNγ, LKB1, PDGF, PI3K, ITGβ1, TGFβ and cytokine
signaling were associated with chromatin state changes involving histone acetylations
(Figure 4). For example, TGFβ and INTGβ1 are known to regulate cell invasion and
adhesion properties (Jakowlew, 2006; Trikha et al., 1997), consistent with observed invasive
properties of tumorigenic cells. Enrichment of multiple such signaling events linked to
observed tumorigenic phenotypes suggests that, in this model system, chromatin associated
changes are likely regulators of cancer progression, underscoring important roles of
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chromatin in tumorigenesis. This hypothesis is reinforced by abrogation of
hyperproliferative phenotype by HDAC inhibitors, which restores the acetylation on
deacetylated loci.
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Interestingly, although acetylation intensity measurements based on ChIP-Seq profiles
revealed a loss of peaks of acetylation marks in tumorigenic cells, we did not observe any
changes in total levels of histone acetylation marks either by western blotting in whole cell
lysate and chromatin fraction or by mass spectrometry analysis of acid extracted histones
(Figure S1 and data not shown). Two independent observations in addition to ChIP-Seq
reinforced the results of loss of acetylation peaks in tumorigenic cells and diminished the
possibility of this being a technical or experimental bias. First, ChIP enrichment
measurement by either nanostring at 96 probes or by qPCR at 5 loci revealed results
consistent with the ChIP-Seq signal (Figures 2, S2 and not shown). Second, biological
replicates for ChIP followed by either nanostring or qPCR measurement revealed similar
enrichment profiles (data not shown). Based on these observations we speculate that,
although both tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic cells harbor the same levels of acetylated
histones in the cell and on chromatin, acetylated histones are more diffusely incorporated
throughout the genome in tumorigenic cells, including at locations where it is not present in
normal cells.
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Overlap of epigenomic and transcriptomic data revealed that there was little correlation
between chromatin changes and gene expression changes at the global level between the
tumorigenic and non-tumorigenic cells in this system. Some other recent studies have also
shown low- correlation between gene expression and acetylation changes in specific systems
(Sen et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016). A plausible explanation for such an observation is that
the steady-state RNA-levels may not completely be reflective of all chromatin associated
gene expression changes during biological state switches in tumorigenesis process and are
influenced by other post-transcriptional regulatory molecular processes. Nonetheless,
systematic analysis of gene sets in different groups clearly suggests that the set of genes that
had both lower acetylations and lower gene expression enriched for pathways with known
roles in tumor progression underscoring the importance of chromatin associated gene
expression changes in cancer progression.
Taken together, our study provides a first systematic view of the epigenomic, as well as
transcriptomic, landscape evolutions between two distinct biological states (e.g. nontumorigenic and tumorigenic) associated with melanoma tumorigenesis.

Experimental Proceedures
Author Manuscript

Cell Culture, generation of stable cells and drug treatment
HMEL-BRAFV600E, PMEL-BRAFV600E cells were obtained from Dr. David Fisher's
laboratory (Garraway et al., 2005) and maintained in standard tissue-culture conditions in
DMEM media with 10% FBS. Stable knockdown of GFP (control) or PTEN (experimental)
in early passage (n <10) was performed using pMKO-shGFP or pMKO-shPTEN vectors
(Addgene) to create NTMH (HMEL-BRAFV600E-shGFP), TMH (HMEL-BRAFV600EshPTEN), NTMP (PMEL-BRAFV600E-shGFP) and TMP (PMEL-BRAFV600E-shPTEN)
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cells. Control and experimental cells were passaged together for the same time before
harvesting cells for ChIP-Seq experiments. Hs839.T, Skmel-28, Skmel-5, WM115 and
WM793B cells were obtained from ATCC and grown according to manufacturer's
recommendation. Cells were treated with Vorinostat (Sigma), entinostat (MS-275,
SelleckChem) or vehicle (DMSO) by direct addition to media.
ChIP-Seq
Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed as described earlier (Garber et al., 2012)
with optimized shearing conditions and minor modifications for melanocytes. For more
details, see supplementary methods.
ChIP-Seq and Chromatin State Analysis

Author Manuscript

ChIP-Seq reads were aligned using Bowtie (version 1.0.0) (Langmead et al., 2009) to human
genome assembly NCBI Build 37 (UCSC hg19) and uniquely mapped reads with one
mismatch were retained. ChromHMM (Ernst and Kellis, 2012) was used with default
parameters to derive genome-wide chromatin state maps for all cell types. We binarized the
input data with ChromHMM's BinarizeBed method using a p-value cutoff of 10-4.
Chromatin state models were learnt jointly on all chromatin marks from NTMH and TMH
ranging from 10 to 120 states. A model with 18 states was chosen for detailed analysis and
is presented throughout the manuscript. Chromatin state annotations of NTMH, TMH, NTMP
and TMP were produced subsequently by applying this model to the original binarized,
quantile normalized or downsampled chromatin data from these cell types. For details, see
supplementary methods.
RNA-Seq

Author Manuscript

Strand specific libraries were constructed using ScriptSeq Kit (Epicenter/Illumina). Reads
were mapped to the human genome (hg19) using Mapsplice algorithm version 2.1.4 (Wang
et al., 2010). Transcript expression was estimated using Cuffdiff 2.11. Further details are in
supplementary methods.
ChIP-String

Author Manuscript

Nano-string experiments were run on a custom ChIP-string array according to
manufacturer's recommendation using ChIP-DNA for shown marks (Figure 2, S2 from
NTMH and TMH cells and nevi and tumor cells. A custom ChIP-string array containing
probes for 96 genomic locations (Table S2) was used. Details of the design are in
supplementary methods. The analysis was done as previously described in (Ram et al.,
2011). The details are in extended supplementary methods.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights
•

Epigenomic alterations in non-tumorigenic to tumorigenic transition in
melanoma.

•

Chromatin states harboring acetylation and H3K4me2/3 are lost in
tumorigenic cells.

•

Chromatin state transitions preferentially occur on melanoma-regulatory
pathways.

•

HDAC inhibition preferentially impacts proliferative ability of tumorigenic
cells.
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Figure 1. Cell line based model of melanoma progression and epigenome profiling
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(A) Brief description of the primary melanocyte based model system that consists of two
replicates of paired isogenic non (or weakly)-tumorigenic (NTMH, NTMP) and tumorigenic
(TMH and TMP) cells. Kaplan-Meier curve showing tumor formation efficiency of NTMH,
NTMP, TMH and TMP cells. NTMH and NTMP cells display long latency whereas TMH and
TMP cells show shorter latency for tumor formation. Mantle-Cox p = .0007 for NTMH vs
TMH and p = 0.0016 for NTMP vs TMP (B) Proliferation curve showing differences in cell
confluence (Y-axis) in NTMH vs TMH and NTMP vs TMP as a function of time (X-axis).
(C) Normalized signal of all profiled chromatin marks, IgG control and RNA-Seq in an
example region (chr10:43,572,517-44,100,000) for NTMH (blue) and TMH (red) cells.
Chromatin state tracks and gene annotations are also shown. (D) Log2 ratio between NTMH
and TMH cells for the average signal strength of each chromatin mark in a window of 2kb
around annotated transcription start sites from RefSeq (Green) and on DNaseI hypersensitive
sites from ‘Melano’ (Purple) cell lines from ENCODE. See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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Figure 2. Chromatin changes are reflected in human tumors. (A-B)
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Heat map for H2BK5Ac (A) and H4K5Ac (B) showing enrichment in NTMH, TMH, 4 nevi
samples (N1-N4) and in up to 9 melanoma tumor samples (M1-M9) as calculated by ChIPString assay. Probes are ordered with increasing ChIP-Seq signal in TMH cells. Columns are
ordered based on hierarchical clustering. (C-D) Boxplots showing average normalized
intensity for ChIP-string probes across NTMH, TMH, nevi and tumors (Averaged over all
enriched probes across all samples for Nevi and tumors). (E-F) PCA plot for H2BK5Ac (C)
and H4K5Ac (D) showing relationship between NTMH, TMH, 4 nevi samples (N1-N4) and
up to 9 melanoma tumor samples (M1-M9) as calculated by ChIP-String assay. Asterisk (*)
represents p<0.05 and double asterisk (**) represents p<0.001. See also Figure S2 and
Tables S2-S3.
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Figure 3. Chromatin state predictions for non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic melanocytes
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(A) Emission probabilities of the 18-state ChromHMM model (see Figure S3A for transition
probabilities). Each row represents one chromatin state. First column gives state number and
mnemonic and last column gives the candidate state description. Second column indicates
the intensity of mean acetylation from zero (white) to 0.62 (green), which is the maximum
mean acetylation across all states. Remaining columns each correspond to one chromatin
mark with the intensity of the color in each cell reflecting the frequency of occurrence of
that mark in the corresponding chromatin state on the scale from 0 (white) to 1 (blue). (B)
Heat map showing fold enrichment of transitions of chromatin states in non-tumorigenic
(NTMH) to tumorigenic (TMH) cells controlling for the overall state size and similarity
(Supplementary Methods). The color intensities above (below) the main diagonal range from
white (relative enrichment <1) to blue (red) (relative enrichment > 20), thus indicating
chromatin state transitions that lose acetylation marks from NTMH to TMH within the same
category are more enriched compared to the reverse chromatin state transition (i.e. from
TMH to NTMH) and the lack of those that gain acetylations. See also Figure S3, S4 and
Table S4.
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Figure 4. Chromatin state changes during transition to tumorigenic state mark specific cancer
pathways
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(A) Heat map showing -log10(p-value) for top GO terms enriched in specific promoter state
transitions between non-tumorigenic (NTMH) to tumorigenic (TMH) cells. (B) UCSC
genome browser view of chromatin states as well as selected histone acetylation profiles
(H2BK5Ac and H4K5Ac) for loci encompassing cell cycle regulator CDKN1B and
apoptotic genes BAD, which showed loss from NTMH to TMH cells. (C) UCSC genome
browser view of chromatin states as well as selected histone mark H3K9me3 and H3K4me3
profiles for loci encompassing pro-adhesion PCDHB7 in NTMH and TMH. (D) Top 10 most
significant pathways (pathway commons) associated with promoters displaying state
transitions from State 1_TssA in non-tumorigenic cells (NTMH) to States 2_PromWkD and
3_TssWkP in tumorigenic (TMH) cells. See also Figure S5 and Table S5, S6.
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Figure 5. Correspondence of chromatin state changes with RNA expression changes during
transition to tumorigenesis
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(A) Scatter plot comparing gene expression values [log2 (FPKM+1)] in NTMH and TMH for
RefSeq genes. (B) Relative enrichment of chromatin state transitions at promoters of downregulated genes compared to up-regulated genes (left panel) or up-regulated genes promoters
compared to down-regulated (right panel) for all pairs of chromatin state transitions. Red
shows enrichment whereas blue is depletion. (C) Scatter plot comparing promoter
acetylations [log2(RPKM+1)] around +/-2kb of each RefSeq gene in NTMH and TMH. The
line in red is a regression line, while in black is the y=x line. (D) Scatter plot displays
directional log10(p-value) for acetylation and gene expression changes between TMH and
NTMH. Negative values represent genes with decreased expression or acetylation levels in
TMH compared to NTMH cells. Dashed lines show the significance cut-off for acetylation or
expression changes. Genes with significant gene expression and/or acetylation changes are
colored based on grouping indicated. (E) Heat map represents enriched pathways (pathway
commons) for each group identified in Figure 5D. Color scale represents –log10(HyperFdrQ
corrected). (F) UCSC genome browser view of average acetylation and RNA-Seq for an
example from each of the LossAc_LossExp (DUSP5) (top) and LossAc_ConstExp (ATM)
groups (bottom). (G) Graph showing relative levels of DUSP5 in NTMH cells harboring
either control or DUSP5 shRNAs. (H) Western blot showing levels of p-ERK in NTMH cells
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harboring either control or DUSP5 shRNAs. (I) Growth curve showing proliferative capacity
of NTMH cells harboring control or DUSP5 shRNAs (shDUSP5-1 and shDUSP5-2). See
also Figure S6 and Table S7.
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Figure 6. CBP loss in NTMH cells promotes tumorigenesis and mimics acetylation loss seen in
TMH cells
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(A) Bar graph showing relative levels of 32 histone acetyltransferases and deacetylases
between NTMH/TMH and NTMP/TMP cells. The Y–axis shows Log2 Fold Change values.
The dotted line shows the cutoff of 2-fold change. (B-C) Graph showing relative levels of
CBP histone acetyltransferase in (E) NTMH, TMH, NTMP and TMP cells and (F) NTMH
cells harboring either control or CBP shRNAs. (D-G) Boxplots showing average normalized
intensity for ChIP-string probes for (D, F) H2BK5Ac and (E, G) H4K5Ac in NTMH, TMH,
NTMH cells harboring CBP shRNAs or NRASG12D expressing transformed melanocytes
(M-NRAS). The plot is limited to those probes that were originally enriched in (D-E) NTMH
cells or in (F-G) in TMH cells by ChIP-Seq experiments and validated by ChIP-String in
Figure S2A-F. Asterisk (*) represents p<0.05 and double asterisk (**) represents p<0.001
(Wilcoxon Rank test) when comparisons are made to NTMH. (H) Kaplan-Meier curve
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showing tumor formation efficiency of NTMH cells harboring control or CBP shRNAs
(shCBP-1 and shCBP-2).
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Figure 7. Acetylation status on deacetylated promoters in TH correlates with response to HDAC
inhibitors. (A-B)
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Boxplots showing average normalized intensity for (A) H2BK5Ac or (B) H4K5Ac on ChIPstring probes (that were enriched in NTMH cells by ChIP-Seq experiment) across NTMH
and TMH cells that were either untreated or treated with vorinostat (200nM) or entinostat
(300nM) for 72hrs. Asterisk (*) represents p<0.05 and double asterisk (**) represents
p<0.001 (Wilcoxon Rank test) when comparisons are made to TMH. (C-D) Growth curves
for NTMH and TMH cells grown under various concentrations of (C) vorinostat or (D)
entinostat. (E) Aggregate plot showing H3K27Ac levels around +/-2Kb of deacetylated gene
promoters (in TH cells) in various melanoma cell lines. (F) Growth curves for melanoma cell
lines grown under various concentrations of vorinostat. (G) Table showing IC50 values (the
concentration at which 50% response is achieved) and area under the curve (AUC) for two
HDAC inhibitors, vorinostat and entinostat, in melanoma cells lines. Immmeasurable IC50
values are shown as NaN which refers to ‘not a number’. (H) Correlation plot between AUC
and average H3K27Ac levels at TSS of gene promoters that showed loss of histone
acetylation in TMH cells compared to NTMH cells. See also Figure S7.
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